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Just asking the question gets you labeled a conspiracy theorist. But it is a

question that merits a discussion and central to that chat is Bill Gates.

The following image has the left in full fury and frenzy. Sites like SNOPES

and Lead Stories-FactCheck insist it is a hoax or that Bill Gates is being

taken out of context.
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So let me present the actual facts (I will link to source and you can check it

out for yourself).

Bill Gates did a TED Talk in 2010 with the title, Innovating to Zero.
×
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In the course of that talk Gates said the following:

First, we’ve got population. The world today has 6.8 billion people. That’s

headed up to about nine billion. Now, if we do a really great job on new

vaccines, health care, reproductive health services, we could lower that by,

perhaps, 10 or 15 percent. But there, we see an increase of about 1.3.

So even though SNOPES and FactCheck scream this is a hoax, Gates did

say it and the Sovereign Independent quoted him accurately. But the

defenders of Gates insist it was taken out of context, so I will put it into full

context.

The Bill and Melinda Gates foundation is dedicated to vaccines and seeds.

Not my words, that is what Bill Gates said at the start of his Ted Talk:

I’m going to talk today about energy and climate. And that might

seem a bit surprising, because my full-time work at the foundation is

mostly about vaccines and seeds, about the things that we need to

invent and deliver to help the poorest two billion live better lives.

Next, Gates identifies CO2 aka global warming as the central threat:

CO2 is warming the planet, and the equation on CO2 is actually a very

straightforward one. If you sum up the CO2 that gets emitted, that

leads to a temperature increase, and that temperature increase leads

to some very negative effects:

He then identifies his equation with four factors that will determine

whether or not we get to zero CO2:

First, we’ve got population. The world today has 6.8 billion people. . . .

×
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The second factor is the services we use. . . .

Now, efficiency, “E,” the energy for each service — here, finally we have

some good news. . . there are a lot of services where you can bring the

energy for that service down quite substantially. Some individual

services even bring it down by 90 percent. . . .

[T]his fourth factor — this is going to be a key one — and this is the

amount of CO2 put out per each unit of energy.

Bill Gates specifically mentioned vaccines as one factor that would help

reduce population. That is not how a vaccine is supposed to work. A

vaccine is supposed to immunize recipients against disease and make

them healthy. Healthy people reproduce. That increases population, at

least over the mid-term.

Some Gates defenders argue that he was simply arguing for slowing

population growth:

So, what about the remarks about “new vaccines, health care, reproductive

health services”? That is just what specialists studying population growth

are saying. As people get richer they get more access to better healthcare

so they stop having lots of babies because the risk of their children dying

at an early age takes a steep dive. This means the total population

stabilizes and stops growing after a while.

Allegations of the Gates Foundation using poor women of color as guinea

pigs emerged in 2010 in Ghana:

. . .a former staffer with a government health initiative in Ghana made a

shocking claim: a project partially funded by the Gates Foundation had

tested the contraceptive Depo-Provera on unsuspecting villagers in the
×
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remote region of Navrongo, as part of an illicit “population experiment.”

The woman making the charge was the Ghanian-born, U.S.-educated

communications officer for another Gates-funded initiative by the

Ghanaian government and Columbia University to use mobile phones to

improve health care access for rural women and children. She had

previously attempted to sue her employer for a multi-million dollar

settlement when, after repeated clashes with her boss, her contract wasn’t

renewed.

While this claim remains a topic of much dispute and controversy (a good

summary of the case is here), there is no dispute about the Gates Foundation

role in promoting the COVID vaccines around the world.

So how are those “vaccines” working? Not well. Countries and corporations

with high percentage of vaccinated citizens and employees are seeing

vaccinated and boosted people contract COVID. In my hometown in Florida,

one of the largest hospitals is now reporting that almost 40% of new COVID

patients being admitted to the hospital are vaccinated. Two months ago that

number was only 18%.

The establishment narrative that vaccines are the key to stopping the spread

of COVID is crumbling before our eyes. Alex Berenson is doing a terrific job

of reporting on this disaster:

Vaccines don’t stop Covid hospitalizations or deaths. They never have,

even at peak effectiveness. A huge US database offers proof

Even at the peak of their protection earlier in 2021, Covid vaccines barely

reduced the risk of hospitalizations in vaccinated people who had

“breakthrough” infections, new data show.

×
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Vaccinated people in a study published Tuesday had a nearly 1 in 200

chance of of requiring hospitalization for Covid in the first six months after

being “fully vaccinated.”

Brian Cates also is doing some great reporting on the Fauci/CDC

Götterdämmerung.

So for more than two years now, it is becoming increasingly obvious that

the tightly knit cabal at the top of the US & international virology

community engaged in a campaign of suppression and lies in a furious

attempt to stave off any accountability for what had actually occurred:

Not only were US tax dollars spent on gain-of-function research at the

Wuhan Institute of Virology, Fauci and Daszak and many others very likely

knew all about this and were covering it up, desperate to hide their role in

funding a military lab in China that was doing gain-of-function research on

bat coronaviruses that then somehow escaped the lab and proceeded to

wreak havoc around the world.

The list of harm caused by these vaccines is growing, not shrinking. Pregnant

women in their first two trimesters face a huge risk of miscarriage. World class

athletes who have taken the jab are dropping dead or facing cardiac disability.

And people over 60 who are vaccinated are dying at a higher rate than people

over 60 who are not vaccinated.

People, regardless of nationality or type of government, get angry when they

realize they have been duped. The promise that COVID vaccines would stop

the spread and return life to normal has now been exposed as a fraud. Is

COVID helping cool the planet? Well, fewer planes are flying, fewer drivers are

on the road and beef is more expensive (which may mean fewer cow farts).

The climate fanatics may see this as a positive development, but the biggest

threat from COVID is not physical death. It is the death of liberty and an attack
×
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on personal freedom. That is the real long-term threat you should worry

about.
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rate than people over 60 who are not vaccinated." Please tell us

the source for this - speci�cally rather than just saying "the

CDC" or some such. I don't really doubt it, but would like to

have an ammo source for my use. Thanks.

Reply

ajderxsen Jan 3

I like Gateway - but the "argument" employed here doesn't

actually refute the Gates defenders. I'm no fan of Bill Gates, but

I too right away �gured he meant that "As people get richer they

get more access to better healthcare so they stop having lots of

babies because the risk of their children dying at an early age

takes a steep dive. This means the total population stabilizes

and stops growing after a while."

After all, that societal observation has been made totally apart

from any controversy related to vaccines or fears of population

run amok.



Reply

LetsGoBrandon Jan 2

While it's evident our earthly home could bene�t from better

human stewardship it's also evident that stewardship must be

taken away from Globalist Corporations and cabals. A it's also

clearly evident anti human psycopaths must be denied a place

on our beloved planet and the very �rst one who needs to be

terminated is Bill F%#@&ng Gates.



Reply

jamhay1000 Jan 1

The mainstream media is criminally accessorizing the globalist

depopulation agenda that is currently being perpetrated against

humanity. The criminal cabal is pushing a genetically debilitating

poison as a solution to a non crisis crisis. Thank God people are

seeing this truth.



Reply

cleoshep Dec 31 2021
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cleoshep Dec 31, 2021

Based on the amount of fresh water and arable land I would

estimate that the planet can support about 30 billion humans.

There's enough land in the medians of our interstate highways

to feed us here in America. It's purely hypothetical of course

because this projection includes the necessity of humanity

obeying God's greatest commandments, namely to love Him and

to love each other.

Bill Gates is a strange person thrust into prominence strictly by

happenstance. Only an idiot directly equates wealth with

wisdom. I will concede that it's becoming more and more

dangerous for mankind to behave idiotically.
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Hatman cleoshep Dec 31, 2021

i agree about the productivity of the land(and oceans,

which can also be farmed); websearch "food forests," for

example, and/or "aquaponics."

If all ground transportation were required to use

hydrogen in combustion engines, the exhaust would

consist of water and trace amounts of carbon, meaning

that many areas currently classi�ed as "desert" could

also bloom; the only modi�cation needed would be

stainless steel exhaust headers, pipes, and mu�ers

because of rusting issues An inventor named Stanley
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hydrogen in combustion engines, the exhaust would

consist of water and trace amounts of carbon, meaning

that many areas currently classi�ed as "desert" could
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stainless steel exhaust headers, pipes, and mu�ers

because of rusting issues An inventor named Stanley

Show more

2 Reply

doov Hatman Dec 31, 2021

woot! thank the Hetman that the laws of

thermodynamics have been repealed by St.

Meyers!



2 Reply

Hatman doov Dec 31, 2021

"There is a principle which is a bar to all

information, proof against all arguments, and is

g t d t k i l ti g
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guaranteed to keep a man in everlasting

ignorance; that principle is contempt before

investigation."

1 Reply

Show 4 more replies

Andrew Thompson Dec 31, 2021 Edited

Vaccines help people live longer, not stop reproducing. That’s a

lie that he meant anything else. That is so contrary to reason to

consider it any other way, he’d have to be a fool not to make

that distinction as the key part of his argument. Add ascii up on

William Henry Gates III AND YOU GET 666.



1 Reply

Hatman Andrew Thompson Dec 31, 2021

Well, the rumor is that Billy-boi has been a dedicated

satanist since he was ten; both his parents were big

proponents of Planned Parenthood, a eugenics program

initially begun by Margaret Sanger, who wanted to

exterminate the blacks, in particular...so yeah, murderers

are natural allies with he who was a liar and murderer

from the Beginning...



3 Reply

Jherb Dec 31, 2021

The world does need to slow down its birth rate, especially in

Asia. This old world reached its �rst billion people in the early

1800's. It is now at 7 billion in just 200 years. But there are

better ways to do this than with a forced needle. We are making

too many babies too fast.

1



🤔

1 Reply

Am.Citizen Jherb Dec 31, 2021 Edited

With Real Education for everyone globally that could

actually happen. But for now the human race has been

groomed as cattle and sheep to be slaughtered as
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groomed as cattle and sheep to be slaughtered as

needed.

1 Reply

dan Jherb Dec 31, 2021

government report.........if there is an EMP or similar

situation in the U.S. and power grid is destroyed and

remains o� for 1 year , they expect 90% of the U.S. will

be dead by the end of the �rst year...................remember

the smart meters.................ammo up



3 Reply
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Genesis 9:7 "And you, be ye fruitful, and multiply; bring

forth abundantly in the earth, and multiply therein."

WE have consumed too much of EVERYTHING God

created, rather than being conservative and leaving

enough for those billions. Keep in mind, millions die

every day too. Here's an idea.....why don't the �lthy rich,

who have engorged themselves with money, and power,

pool their cash and irrigate the Sahara, and �ll it with

beautiful, hard working trees that consume CO2, and give

us back Oxygen to breathe ? Or maybe we could just
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Show more

2 1 Reply

Show 5 more replies

bruce45 Dec 31, 2021

America has nothing to loose from eliminating Gates, Fauci, Birx,

Biden, Harris, the Clintons, the Obamas, the Bushes. Everything

to gain. Best to get to work, and get this over with sooner rather

than later.



16 Reply

19person57 bruce45 Jan 1

Americans allowed the democrats, rhinos and medias to

g t ith thi g d thi g t lik t
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get away with anything and everything corrupt like voter

fraud! We The people have the majority over the minority

of democrats, rhinos and medias and they know this and

actually fear a majority to over rule them. while on the

other hand they rely on blind patriotism and propaganda

lies to control the masses through the medias LIES and

corruption of voter fraud! Americans and the people

world wide must act as their bosses not the other way

around!

Reply

Am.Citizen bruce45 Dec 31, 2021

That is in the Process as you speak, and has been for a

few years.



Reply

dan bruce45 Dec 31, 2021

and use their wealth to pay down the national debt

..............ammo up
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